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• 22 independent FAIR assessment platforms

• Most are questionnaire-based

• Outputs cannot be compared to one another!

https://fairassist.org

FAIR Assessment

a cottage industry

https://fairassist.org/
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20/22 Tests Pass

2/24 Tests Pass

How different can they be?
Comparison of The Evaluator with F-UJI, on the same URI 
(a Catalog record in the Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy FAIR Data Point)

Metrics release v1.0.26
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Eventually leads to a “landing page”

Typical DOI resolution
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Typical DOI resolution

Landing page embedded metadata
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HTML “Typed Links”

“If the alternate keyword is used with the type attribute, it indicates that the referenced 

document is a reformulation of the current document in the specified format.”

Typical DOI resolution

https://html.spec.whatwg.org/multipage/links.html#rel-alternate
https://html.spec.whatwg.org/multipage/links.html#attr-hyperlink-type
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Many sources of ambiguity

The metadata harvester has to guess what to do at many steps

There is partial overlap between the DataCite-sourced metadata and Zenodo metadata

The use of typed links leaves ambiguity due to different interpretations of the spec

The interpretation of the “landing page” itself is ambiguous

• Some DOIs resolve directly to data, this one resolves to a landing page

• What, then, does the DOI represent? The landing page, or the data?

There is no way to support provider-sourced metadata (the most important stuff!)

This is just one example! (and DOI is perhaps the most widely recognized scholarly identifier)
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“FAIR Signposting”

Three things are necessary for successful traversal of a FAIR Record:

Unambiguous identification of the GUID for the record

Unambiguous identification of the metadata record(s)

Unambiguous identification of the data record(s)

Output from the EOSC 
Workshops & Hackathons

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7463421

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7463421
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FAIR Signposting
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Table 1: Link Relations used by FAIR Signposting

Relation Usage

cite-as A one-to-one relationship between the entity and its globally unique identifier

describedby A one-to-many relationship between the entity and all known metadata records about that 

entity

item A one-to-many relationship between an entity representing a deposit and the data file(s) it 

contains.

These links can appear in:

The body of the HTML (“Typed Links”)

The Headers of the HTTP message (“Link Headers”)

Therefore can be used on both Web pages, as well as other non-HTML digital objects



Signposting workflow
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Signposting workflow
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The “purpose” of the Landing Page is now unambiguous. It is a “broker” 

pointing at all other entities required by a FAIR record



Signposting workflow
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Better yet!!

There is (finally!) an unambiguous 

way to support a data provider’s own 

contextual metadata about the record 

they have deposited!

(Here I am pointing to a metadata 

record published using the RO-Crate 

specification)



Signposting workflow
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Professionalism
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We have 34 Benchmark tests

positive examples and 

negative examples

Challenge the various metadata harvesting 

workflows to ensure that they truly are all working in 

exactly the same way

The first step in harmonization of 

FAIR assessments

Next FAIR Assessment hackathon in the last week of 

September



FAIR Signposting “in the wild”
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Signposting has already been added to the latest (5.14) release of Dataverse

Meeting between Hackathon attendees and the NIH Generalist Repository 

Ecosystem Initiative (GREI) is scheduled for October

• Presenting the idea to e.g. Zenodo, Figshare, etc.

Signposting on the TODO list for the reference implementation of the FAIR Data Point

https://datascience.nih.gov/data-ecosystem/generalist-repository-ecosystem-initiative
https://datascience.nih.gov/data-ecosystem/generalist-repository-ecosystem-initiative


Fin
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